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As medicine in affluent societies enters a new era of person-
alization, most therapies and medical products are being 
progressively tailored to the individual patient. In the case of 

immunotherapies, antigenic specificities of T cells come into focus 
and their unbiased, efficient identification, as well as the assessment 
of cross-reactivity, becomes of central importance1.

Current methods to identify T cell epitopes2–9 follow two major 
strategies. The first is based on detecting pMHC–TCR interactions 
by staining T cells with recombinant major histocompatibility com-
plex- (MHC)-tetramers or by selecting phage particles, yeast or 
insect cells displaying peptide–MHC complexes with recombinant 
TCRs4–6,10. These methods are severely constrained by the binding 
affinities of the recombinant reagents to their ligands, which can 
differ substantially (for example, specific staining of OVA323–339-
reactive OT-II T cells requires 400 times more tetramer than the 
specific staining of lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) 
gp66–77reactive SMARTA T cells11). Low affinity interactions are 
therefore easily missed. Furthermore, MHC molecules have to be 
mutagenized to allow efficient surface expression on phages or yeast 
cells10,12. The second strategy is based on measuring T cell activa-
tion in co-cultures with antigen presenting cells (APCs) displaying 
peptide pools13 or positional scanning combinatorial peptide librar-
ies2,3. These cumbersome methods define peptide motifs that lead 
to T cell activation3. However, many T cells do not react with such 
peptide pools14. Furthermore, the predictive power of these co-cul-
ture-based methods is variable14 because random peptide sequences 
are interrogated and the identified peptide motifs are often ambigu-
ous15,16 or do not correspond to natural peptides17. Finally, because 
the diversity of MHC class II presented peptides is several orders 
of magnitude higher than that of MHC class I, it is particularly dif-
ficult to find specific peptides for CD4+ T cells.

To address these problems, we designed a method enabling the 
discovery of epitopes recognized by CD4+ T cells on the basis of 
screening of engineered reporter cells expressing libraries of novel 
pMHC–TCR (MCR) hybrid molecules carrying cDNA-derived 
peptides. This approach overcomes constraints of currently used 
methods by providing a large collection of APCs, each presenting 

a unique peptide, from which cells presenting cognate peptides can 
be enriched by iterative co-culture with T cells and flow sorting. The 
MCR libraries are enriched for natural peptides, containing pep-
tides derived from differentially spliced messenger RNAs, but also 
those encoded by alternative-reading frames, allowing screening of 
common neo-epitopes such as alternative-reading-frame-derived 
peptides (ARFPs) stemming from mutated DNA or defective ribo-
somal products (DRiPs)18. This enables unbiased identification of 
the specificity of individual T cells, or T cell subsets enriched for a 
particular reactivity. Furthermore, MCR random peptide libraries 
allow mapping of TCR cross-reactivities, while individual reporter 
clones with MCRs carrying specific neo-epitopes provide efficient 
means for finding reactivities in oligo- or polyclonal tumor-infil-
trating lymphocyte (TIL) populations. We provide results validating 
the MCR platform and show its efficiency in unbiased discovery of 
immunogenic epitopes recognized by anti-viral and tumor-infiltrat-
ing CD4+ T cells.

Results
MCR is a novel MHC–TCR hybrid receptor tailored for T cell 
epitope screening. To efficiently identify cells presenting T cell 
epitopes we constructed novel chimeric receptors (termed MCRs) 
by grafting the extracellular domains of the MHC carrying directly 
tethered peptides4–6 on top of the TCR truncated at the membrane 
(see Methods). In contrast to chimeric antigen receptors (CARs)19, 
MCRs expressed in TCR− T cell lines assemble with the native CD3 
complex and can use the whole signaling machinery of the TCR  
(Fig. 1a,b). To test their functionality, we designed and cloned MCRs 
for the screening of cognate peptides of MHC class II–restricted  
T cells (MCR2). MHC class II has an open peptide-binding groove 
and two transmembrane chains, allowing easy peptide linkage and 
grafting on the two TCR transmembrane domains. MCR2-gp61 was 
generated by linking the extracellular domains of the I-Ab MHC  
class II α- and β-chains to truncated TCRα and TCRβ chains, respec-
tively, with the LCMVgp61–77 peptide tethered to the amino-terminal 
end of the I-Ab β-chain (Fig. 1a). Similarly, we cloned MCR2-OVA  
carrying the OVA323–339 peptide. After transduction into BEKO  
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thymoma cells lacking MHC class II and TCR, we found MCR2-gp61 
and MCR2-OVA expressed efficiently on the cell surface, indicating 
correct assembly with the CD3 components of the TCR complex. 
To verify their specificity, we co-cultured MCR2-gp61+ or MCR2-
OVA+ cells with purified gp61-specific SMARTA20 or OVA-specific 
OT-II CD4+ T cells. We observed a very fast, peptide-specific down-
regulation of MCR2 from the cell surface with kinetics identical to 

conventional TCRs21. MCR2-gp61 was downregulated in co-cul-
tures with SMARTA T cells, but not in the presence of OT-II T cells 
(Fig. 1c). Likewise, MCR2-OVA was downregulated in co-cultures 
with OT-II T cells, but not with SMARTA T cells (Fig. 1c). We fur-
ther assessed the ability of the MCR2 to trigger nuclear factor of 
activated T cells (NFAT) activation by transducing it into a TCR-
deficient T cell hybridoma carrying the NFAT–green fluorescent 
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Fig. 1 | Structure and peptide-specific reactivity of the MCR2 sensor. a, Schematic representation of the MCR2 and its interaction with the peptide-
specific TCR. b, Surface expression of the MCR2. TCR-negative cells were transduced with MCR2 and stained for MHC and CD3e. c, Time course of 
MCR2-gp61(left panel) or MCR2-OVA (right panel) down-regulation in BEKO cells co-cultured with gp61-specific SMARTA or OVA-specific OT-II TCR 
transgenic CD4+ T cells. Values show MCR2 levels depicted as percentages of mean fluorescence intensity at the start of co-culture. d, Time course of 
peptide-specific NFAT activation (GFP expression) in H18.3.13 cells transduced with MCR2-gp61 or MCR2-OVA co-cultured with SMARTA or OT-II CD4+ 
T cells. The histogram shows examples of NFAT activation measurements in MCR2-gp61+ cells at indicated time points. e, Sensitivity of detection of 
peptide-specific reporter cells. MCR2-gp61+ and MCR2-OVA+ H18.3.13 cells were mixed at different ratios and NFAT activation was measured in untreated 
cells (triangles) or after co-cultured with SMARTA CD4+ T cells (squares). The graph shows a linear (R > 0.99) correlation between the percentage of 
H18.3.13 cells with activated NFAT and the percentage of cells carrying the MCR2-gp61. f, Minimal frequency of peptide-specific T cells able to trigger 
robust NFAT activation in MCR2+ reporter cells. Splenocytes from SMARTA and OT-II transgenic mice were mixed at different ratios and used to stimulate 
MCR2-gp61+ or MCR2-OVA+ H18.3.13 cells. The graph shows percentage of cells with activated NFAT among MCR2-gp61+ H18.3.13 or MCR2-OVA+ 
H18.3.13 cells as a function of the percentage of peptide-specific CD4+ T cells (determined by FACS), after 8 h of co-culture. g, The minimal number of 
peptide-specific T cells able to trigger a response in reporter cells. NFAT activation in MCR2-gp61+ (left) and MCR2-OVA+ (right) H18.3.13 cells following 
overnight co-culture with different numbers of SMARTA or OT-II CD4+ T cells (n = 24 co-cultures). h, Kinetics of LCMV-specific CD4+ T cell expansion in 
the blood of infected mice (n = 3) detected by the activation of MCR2-gp61+ H18.3.13 cells. Percentage of reporter cells with activated NFAT after overnight 
co-culture with CD4 T cells from blood taken at different days post infection is shown, mean ± s.d. was used. Blood from a naive SMARTA mouse was used 
as a positive control. Data are representative of one (e,g,h), two (d,f) or three (b,c) independent experiments. Student’s t-test (two-tailed, unpaired) was 
used to compare the groups, P values are indicated: NS, not significant.
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protein (GFP) reporter (H18.3.13). Again, NFAT was only triggered 
when MCR2-carrying hybridomas were co-cultured with peptide-
specific T cells (Fig. 1d and Supplementary Fig. 1a). The response 
was robust and easily measurable already after 2 h (Fig. 1d). Proof-
of-concept experiments for I-Ad and I-Ek gave similar results (data 
not shown).

We tested the sensitivity of the MCR system by mixing 
MCR2-gp61+ and MCR2-OVA+ reporter cells at different ratios and 
measuring NFAT activation after co-culture with SMARTA (Fig. 1e)  
or OT-II (Supplementary Fig. 1b) CD4+ T cells. Due to rare, spon-
taneous activation of the NFAT-GFP in reporter cells, direct detec-
tion of cells carrying MCR2-gp61 was only possible when their 
frequency was above 1/10,000 (Fig. 1e). However, the linear cor-
relation between the percentage of GFP-expressing cells and the 
percentage of MCR2-gp61+ cells indicates that MCR2-gp61+ cells 
present at frequencies lower than 1/10,000 should be enriched 
among the GFP-expressing cells. Purifying such rare cells requires 
iterative rounds of co-culture and sorting of GFP-expressing cells. 
Because tissue biopsies usually include many different cell types, we 
also determined the lowest frequency of peptide-specific T cells in a 
heterogeneous population that was able to trigger robust NFAT acti-
vation in MCR2+ cells. Splenocytes from SMARTA and OT-II mice 
were mixed at different ratios and used to stimulate MCR2-gp61+ 
or MCR2-OVA+ cells (Fig. 1f). The presence of only 1% peptide-
specific CD4+ T cells in the mixture triggered 50% of the maximal 
NFAT activation in MCR2+ cells. A single SMARTA CD4+ T cell was 
sufficient to trigger significant NFAT activation in MCR2-gp61+ 
cells, while five OT-II cells were required for a measurable NFAT-
GFP signal in MCR2-OVA+ cells (Fig. 1g), probably due to a lower 
interaction affinity of the latter.

These results demonstrate a great sensitivity and specificity of 
the MCR technology and indicate that it could be used as a sensitive 
diagnostic tool for monitoring T cell reactivities in the blood taken 
from patients. Indeed, using MCR2-gp61+ reporter cells, we were 
able to efficiently track gp61-specific CD4+ T cell expansion in the 
blood of LCMV-infected mice (Fig. 1h).

However, the sensitivity of the MCR system could potentially be 
a problem, as every TCR of a T cell leaving the thymus has a basal 
affinity toward autologous pMHC complexes, selected for during 
positive selection22 and important for peripheral survival23—referred 
to as ‘TCR tickling’. To test whether such, very low affinity, non-acti-
vating, interactions would induce undesired MCR signals, we gen-
erated T cell hybridomas (ex.H12) from single-peptide mice24. All 
the T cells in these mice are positively selected by the same peptide 
(Ep) and therefore recognize the Ep peptide with very low affinity, 
but co-culture with MCR2-Ep+ cells did not induce MCR downreg-
ulation nor NFAT activation (Supplemmentary Fig. 1d,e). We also 
generated hybridomas from autoreactive 2D2 T cells that recognize 
the neurofilament medium chain (NFM18–30)25 with an activating, 
but still relatively low affinity that is 80 times lower than that of 
the SMARTA TCR–I-Ab–gp61 interaction26. The 2D2 TCR–I-Ab–
NFM18–30 interaction was easily detected (Supplementary Fig. 1f). 
Thus, the MCR system detects activating pMHC–TCR interactions 
of varying affinities irrespective of whether a foreign antigen (gp61, 
OVA) or an autoantigen (NFM) is recognized and is not picking up 
noise caused by very low affinity interactions with positively select-
ing or ‘tickling’ ligands.

Screening for gp61 mimotopes with different functional proper-
ties. To identify rare, specific peptides in a complex library, multiple 
iterative cycles of co-culture and sorting of activated reporter cells 
are necessary (Fig. 2). Because disappearance of NFAT-reporter 
signals in the sorted cells is required for efficient detection of acti-
vation in subsequent rounds of stimulation, we replaced the very 
stable GFP with a slow fluorescent timer (FT)27,28. This mCherry  
mutant changes ‘color’ with time, enabling us to distinguish recent 

NFAT activation (blue-FT; referred to as ‘NFAT activation’ through-
out this manuscript) from past NFAT activation (red-FT) and there-
fore allowing better background discrimination and much shorter 
intervals between subsequent rounds of stimulation. The NFAT-FT 
reporter was as sensitive as NFAT-GFP (Supplementary Fig. 1c).

As the first test of the MCR platform, we searched for mimo-
topes of gp61. The MCR2-gp61-RSS library composed of unique 
mutants of gp61 was generated by randomizing amino-acid 
residues through RAG-mediated rearrangement (Fig. 3a,b and 
Methods). After transducing this library into cells carrying the 
NFAT-FT reporter (16.2c11), we sorted MCR2-gp61-RSS+ cells 
and co-cultured them with gp61-specific or OVA-specific T cell 
hybridomas derived from SMARTA or OT-II CD4+ T cells, respec-
tively (Fig. 3c). Around 10% of the cells showed NFAT activation 
when co-cultured with the SMARTA hybridoma. These cells were 
sorted as single cells, expanded and re-screened (Fig. 3d and data 
not shown). Sequencing of the peptides carried by their MCRs 
revealed two new mimotopes in addition to the original gp61 
peptide (Fig. 3e). The lysine at position 9 of gp61 was mutated to 
serine (gp61S) or to asparagine (gp61N), indicating that it is not 
absolutely required for SMARTA T cell activation. However, the 
level of NFAT activation in reporter cells indicated that SMARTA 
TCR binds the new mimotopes (in particular gp61S) with lower 
affinity (Fig. 3d). Indeed, in co-cultures of SMARTA T cells with 
dendritic cells, the mimotopes induced quantitatively and quali-
tatively different effector CD4+ T cell responses. Whereas gp61N, 
like the original peptide, induced strong proliferation and predom-
inantly interferon-γ (IFN-γ)-producing (TH1) cells, gp61S was less 
efficient in driving proliferation and induced a strong IL-4 (TH2) 
response (Fig. 3f), consistent with earlier reports showing that low 
avidity signals induced predominantly TH2 polarization29. Thus, 
the MCR platform allows efficient searches for mimotopes with 
different functional properties.

Screening for viral epitopes recognized by mouse T cells. To 
validate the MCR technology outlined in Fig. 2 in a setting of 
infectious disease, we screened for influenza virus epitopes rec-
ognized by CD4+ T cells of infected C57BL/6 mice. We generated 
MCR−flu+ 16.2c11 reporter cells carrying a complex MCR2 library 
made directly from viral RNA and containing all possible overlap-
ping peptides of the influenza virus. This cDNA-derived peptide 
(CDP) library (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 2c,d) has an impor-
tant advantage over random or combinatorial peptide libraries, 
because a high frequency (around 1/6) of the cloned cDNA frag-
ments encode peptides that exist in proteins in vivo (see Methods). 
MCR2-flu+ reporter cells were then co-cultured with freshly gener-
ated hybridomas made from influenza virus–reactive T cells iso-
lated from the lungs of infected mice. To scale-up the process, in 
the first round we used a mixture of eight hybridomas. In subse-
quent rounds of co-culture, we used the hybridomas individually 
and eventually determined the peptides carried by the MCRs of 
responding reporter cells. The peptides varied in length substan-
tially (from 16 to 33 amino acids), but all incorporated known epit-
opes from three different influenza virus genes (Fig. 4a, boxed). The 
NP peptide 2 (NP2) recognized by the hybridoma C2 incorporated 
two known epitopes: NP264 and NP282. We therefore co-cultured 
this hybridoma with 16.2c11 reporters carrying the NP2 or NP1 
peptide, and compared its reactivity to the NP1-reactive hybrid-
oma H1 (Fig. 4b). Both hybridomas recognized both peptides 
equally well, indicating that they recognize the epitope NP264 and 
that very long loops connecting the epitope to the MCR (29 amino 
acids in the case of NP2) do not disturb MCR2–TCR interactions. 
Finally, in a similar screening for LCMV-derived T cell antigens, 
we found a new CD4+ T cell epitope (Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3).  
These data validate the MCR system for studying T cell specificities 
in mouse disease models.
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T cells reactive to the same epitope show diverse antigenic cross-
reactivity. We then used the NP264reactive hybridomas H1 and C2 
to screen an MCR2 library carrying over 5 × 106 peptides with ran-
domized TCR-contact residues (MCR2–8aaSR, see Methods). We 
isolated many reactive reporter clones for each of the hybridomas 
and tested them criss-cross (Fig. 4c). Even though both hybridomas 

were monoclonal, as confirmed by TCR β-chain variable region  
(Vβ chain) flow cytometry analysis and sequencing (Supplementary 
Fig. 5a,b) and shared the same peptide specificity (that is, NP264), 
out of 166 H1-reactive reporters only three (carrying the G1 pep-
tide sequence) were also recognized by the C2 hybridoma and none 
of the 145 C2-reactive reporters were recognized by H1 (Fig. 4d). 
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Sequencing of the MCRs from several candidate clones revealed 
that the peptides they carried were very diverse and shared little 
homology with NP264 (Fig. 4d). Common residues were pres-
ent (H7 or K8), but motifs derived from the consensus sequences 
were very different and neither would allow unambiguous identi-
fication of influenza virus NP264 as the antigen of the H1 and C2 
hybridomas. Furthermore, homology-based analysis done with 
Clustal (Supplementary Fig. 4) showed that while most H1- and 
C2-reactive peptides formed separate clusters, they were distant 
from the NP264 peptide, indicating that random peptide library 
screens coupled with bioinformatics approaches would probably fail 
to correctly predict the native T cell reactivity. Given the diversity of 

the discovered epitopes, it was important to verify that they are also 
recognized as peptides presented by bone marrow derived dendritic 
cells (BMDCs). Co-culture of H1 and C2 hybridomas with BMDCs 
pulsed with synthetic peptides confirmed that (Supplementary  
Fig. 5c), but at high concentrations, some of the peptides showing no 
reactivity in the MCR screen, stimulated a hybridoma anyhow (for 
example, H1-A1 stimulated the C2 hybridoma). This indicates pos-
sible false-negative results in the MCR assay. However, compared 
to peptides that scored positive in the MCR assay, 10- to 1,000-
fold higher concentrations were required for the same response 
(Supplementary Fig. 5d); therefore, small impurities in the synthetic 
peptides (90% pure) could also be the explanation. All peptides in 
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at a concentration of 100 nM (g). Numbers in plots indicate percent cells in each quadrant or gated area. Data are representative of one (c) or two (d,f,g) 
independent experiments.
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this experiment were selected for recognition by related TCRs (H1 
and C2 recognize the same NP264 epitope), therefore amino-acid 
substitutions or length variations could turn any of these peptides 
into one being recognized by both hybridomas. Still, direct link-
ing of peptides to the MHC might cause conformational constrains 
leading to false-negative results in the MCR assay. Notably, in CDP 
libraries, random sheering of cDNA allows presentation of epitopes 
in several different registers partially circumventing this problem.

Together, these results highlight the big advantage of CDP  
libraries over random peptide libraries and bioinformatics for the 

discovery of native T cell epitopes. Nevertheless, screening random 
or semi-random MCR2 libraries allows mapping of cross-reactivity 
and delivers many unrelated yet highly T cell-reactive peptides, 
which could be interesting for vaccine development.

Proof of concept for human T cells. To test the MCR technology 
for the identification of human T cell specificities, we screened an 
influenza virus full-genome library generated in a vector contain-
ing the HLA-DRB1*4 (hMCR2-DRB1*4-flu) with the human CD4 
T cell clone hTCC11-46 specific for the influenza virus matrix  
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protein-1–derived core epitope (MP1107–117)13. The hTCC10-16 T cell 
clone with a different specificity was used as a negative control. We 
generated positive and negative controls (that is, hMCR2-DRB1*4-
MP1103–120

+ and hMCR2-DRB1*15-MP1103–120
+ 16.2c11 cells) and 

showed that hTCC11-46 indeed recognized MP1103–120 in the context 
of HLA-DRB1*4, but not HLA-DRB1*15 (Fig. 5a,b). However, at 
the same time it killed the reporter cells in an antigen-specific man-
ner, as observed by the decrease of the fraction of viable reporter 
cells after co-culture (Fig. 5c). Killing of the reporter cells could be 
inhibited by adding concanamycin-A (CMA)30, but this inhibitor of 
the vacuolar ATPase H+ Transporting V0 Subunit C was toxic for 
reporter cells and caused their death within 48 h (data not shown). 
To solve this problem, we generated a library of mutant ATPases by 
PCR-mediated mutagenesis, over-expressed it in 16.2c11 cells and 
selected a CMA-resistant 16.2c11 reporter line (termed here ‘16.2X’, 
see Methods). We used it for screening of the hMCR2-DRB1*4-flu 
library (Fig. 5d) and found that all the selected clones carried an 
MP195–116 peptide comprising the hTCC11-46-specific core epitope 
(Fig. 5e). These results validate the MCR technology for use with 
human CD4 T cells. In a clinical setting all patients HLA alleles 
need to be tested, we therefore started building a collection of 
human MCRs, which at this point includes over 20 functional DRB, 
DQB and DPB alleles (data not shown).

Probing the reactivity of tumor-infiltrating T cells to iden-
tify immunogenic neo-antigens. CD4+ TILs can recognize neo-
antigens arising from somatic mutations present in tumors1,31. 
We thought that the MCR platform might be well suited for the 
identification of such immunogenic epitopes, especially as in this 
case a simple co-culture with no iterative enrichment would suf-
fice. To test this, we chose a metastasizing mouse breast cancer cell 
line (E0771), often used in studies searching for effective cancer 
therapies32. Whole-exome sequencing of E0771 cells revealed 627 
somatic mutations, from which 300 non-synonymous single-nucle-
otide polymorphisms (SNPs) were cloned as 23-amino-acid-long 

peptides in an MCR2-E0771SNP library. Eighty-one single reporter 
clones from this library were then co-cultured with polyclonal CD4+ 
TILs recovered directly from E0771-derived cancer tissue or CD4+ 
splenocytes. Several reporter clones were specifically recognized by 
TILs (Fig. 6a,b). Sequencing of the MCRs carried by these clones 
revealed SNP-carrying peptides derived from several different 
genes (Fig. 6c), indicating that these SNPs are frequently recognized 
by TILs in the E0771-derived tumors. The MCR technology allowed 
direct detection of neo-antigen recognition in freshly isolated TILs, 
whereas other studies relied on extensive enrichment of specific 
TILs through in vitro culture1. Finally, to test the limits of detection 
in the human system we mixed hTCC11-46 with hTCC10-16 at dif-
ferent ratios and measured NFAT activation in hMCR2-DRB1*4-
MP1103–120

+ reporter cells after 8 h of co-culture (Supplementary  
Fig. 6). MP1103–120-specific hTCC11-46 cells present at frequencies 
above 1/2,000 triggered significant responses over background, 
indicating that most neo-antigen-reactive TILs present in tumor 
biopsies from patients should be efficiently detected, as they are 
often found at frequencies higher than 0.05%33.

Unbiased discovery of tumor-specific antigens recognized by 
T cells. To identify immunogenic tumor-specific antigens in an 
unbiased manner, we isolated CD4+ TILs from E0771-derived solid 
tumors by cell sorting. TIL hybridomas (TILomas) were made and 
used to screen a CDP library generated from fragmented E0771 
cDNA (the ‘MCR2-E0771' library). This CDP library comprised 
over 107 individual clones of an insert size of less than 150 base 
pairs, encoding peptides of 50 amino acids or less that should cover 
most of the mRNA-derived peptides (for calculation, see Methods). 
Expression levels of the antigen defines the frequency of peptides 
in the MCR2 library and consequently how many rounds of co-
culture need to be performed; for example, detection of a peptide 
present at a frequency of 10–6 required six rounds of enrichment 
(Supplementary Fig. 7). Thus, after 7–8 rounds, even antigens 
expressed as low as one mRNA copy per cell should be detected.
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We transduced the MCR2-E0771 library into TCR– 16.2c11 
reporter cells and co-cultured these with the freshly generated 
TILomas. We screened 16 TILomas and purified several reactive 
reporters for 13 of them. After testing each reporter against every 
TILoma we discovered that TILoma-1.4 reporter responded spe-
cifically, but the other reporters cross-reacted with several TILomas 
(Fig. 7a). Sequencing of the epitopes revealed that the cross-reactive 
reporters carried peptides mostly encoded by antisense mRNA, 
untranslated regions, alternative-reading-frames or other non-
coding fragments present in our CDP library (for examples, see 
Supplementary Table 1). Considering that these epitopes are not 
derived from natural mouse proteins and some represent ARFPs or 
DRiPs, they are probably recognized like foreign antigens. Polyclonal 
CD4+ T cells from naive C57BL/6 mice also recognized these artifi-
cial peptides (Fig. 7b), representing an intriguing example of cross-
reactivity present in a relatively high fraction of all T cells. Still, 
screening of MCR2-E0771 library with TILoma-1.4 yielded specific 
reporter clones, despite the fact that TILoma-1.4 cross-reacted with 
some of the artificial peptides (Fig. 7a). Sequencing revealed that 
all of these reporter clones carried a new tumor-specific antigen: a 
peptide derived from the murine leukemia virus (MLV) envelope 
protein (env112–134). One copy of MLV is integrated in the C57BL/6J 
mouse genome and is usually silenced34. However, in the E0771 
cell line (and E0771-derived tumors), MLVenv carries mutations at 
residues 126 (S126R) and 127 (D127V) and it is actively transcribed 
(Fig. 7c). Therefore, the mutated envS126R,D127V peptide, referred to 
as envRV, represents a novel immunogenic tumor-specific antigen, 
clearly different from the WT env peptide present in the C57BL/6 
mouse genome.

Even though the reactivity with artificial peptides did not pre-
vent the discovery of envRV, to remove them, we purged the 
MCR2-E0771 library of cross-reactive peptides by co-culture with 
naive polyclonal T cells from C57BL/6 mice (see Methods) and 
repeated the screen with eight TILomas. This procedure drastically 
reduced artificial peptides present in the library, but no additional 
tumor-specific peptides were found; probably due to the fact that 
many TILs are bystanders and do not recognize tumor-specific anti-
gens. The envRV peptide, however, was found again and confirmed 
as the specific antigen for TILoma-1.4.

TILoma-1.4 was much less cross-reactive than the H1 and C2 
hybridomas. When we used it to screen the random peptide library, 
we discovered only reporter clones carrying a peptide whose 
sequence (GVYRMATPGCSR) resembled very much envRV, the 
cognate antigen. This indicates that T cell cross-reactivity may 
vary considerably.

Finally, to verify that envRV is the true antigen of TILoma-1.4, 
we pulsed BMDCs with the envRV peptide and co-cultured them 
with TILoma-1.4 carrying an NFAT-GFP reporter. The env peptide 
served as a control. We confirmed that TILoma-1.4 specifically rec-
ognized the envRV peptide (Fig. 7d). However, the peptide had to 
be added at high concentrations, indicating that envRV does not 
bind the MHC with high affinity and therefore might not be very 
efficiently presented. To avoid this problem, we transduced BMDCs 
with constructs encoding envRV or gp61 peptides tethered to the I-Ab 
beta chain and dsRed as a marker. dsRed+ BMDCs were sorted and 
co-cultured with the TILoma-1.4. TILoma-1.4 reacted with envRV+ 
BMDCs but not with gp61+ BMDCs (Fig. 7e). We then immunized 
mice with the transduced BMDCs or with envRV and env peptides in 
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CFA. After 8 days we measured the reactivity in the blood of immu-
nized mice with MCR2-envRV+ reporter cells and detected envRV-
specific T cells (Fig. 7f). Finally, we tested whether vaccinated mice 
were protected from challenge with the E0771 tumor cells. Indeed, 
tumor growth was greatly inhibited in mice immunized with envRV 

(Fig. 7g,h). These results demonstrate that envRV is the cognate anti-
gen specificity of TILoma-1.4 and that a single immunization with it 
provides effective protection from tumor challenge.

Taken together, these data provide evidence for the great sensitivity  
and versatility of the MCR platform, allowing the identification  
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of T cell–specific peptides even in very complex peptide libraries 
covering the whole tumor peptidome.

Discussion
In this study, we describe a platform enabling efficient discovery 
of the peptide specificities of MHC class II–restricted T cells, with 
the help of the MCR, a novel pMHC–TCR hybrid receptor. CARs 
composed of various molecules directly linked to the intracellular 
domain of CD247 (CD3ζ chain) have been successfully used to 
redirect T cell cytotoxicity towards different targets19,35–37. However, 
CARs containing MHC molecules were shown to be inefficiently 
phosphorylated and triggered week calcium fluxes38. While their 
function could be improved by addition of signaling domains from 
molecules such as CD28 or 4–1BB to the ζ-chain39 or direct linking 
of Lck40, an attempt to use them for CD8+ T cell antigen screen-
ing was not successful41. We reasoned that connecting MHC com-
plexes with directly tethered peptides to the whole TCR signaling 
machinery should provide more sensitive, physiological signals 
and minimize false-positives. We therefore built the MCR2 by fus-
ing the peptide and MHC to truncated TCRα and TCRβ chains, 
enabling assembly with the native CD3 complex. Such molecules 
turn TCR-deficient T cell hybridomas into artificial APCs where 
peptide–MHC engagement by the TCRs of specific T cells can be 
efficiently monitored using an NFAT-reporter system. Co-culture 
of these cells transduced with a library of MCR2 molecules carry-
ing different peptides with antigen-specific T cells, allows direct 
and efficient identification of cognate peptide specificities of CD4+ 
T cells by massively parallel, functional screening in mammalian 
cells. Optimally, a T cell clone, hybridoma or a cell line expressing 
the cloned TCR of interest should be used. To increase throughput, 
several clones can be combined in initial rounds of screening, but 
the number is constrained by combinatorial limits. While genera-
tion of hybridomas is efficient in mice, making human T cell clones 
is tedious and might be a limitation. Thus, single-cell sequencing 
of human TILs, TCR cloning and expression in a suitable cell line 
might be necessary for high-throughput screens.

Several key features of the MCR epitope-screening platform 
allow efficient, unbiased T cell epitope identification in entire tran-
scriptomes. First, cDNA-derived peptides covalently linked to the 
MHC part of the MCR2 warrant high density of functional recep-
tors on the cell surface and allow multivalent interaction between 
the MCRs and TCRs, enabling detection of low affinity ligands. 
Second, peptides encoded by differentially spliced mRNAs and 
ARFPs arising from DNA mutations, alternative translation initia-
tion, ribosomal frame shifting or translated untranslated regions, 
which can generate tumor or autoimmune neo-antigens42 are 
efficiently screened. Third, MCR2 uses the complete TCR signal-
ing machinery providing physiological sensitivity and specificity 
important for finding natural antigens. This feature effectively dis-
criminates pMHC-engaging TCR binding from background TCR 
binding to cell surface, substantially decreasing false-positive hits 
compared to the common MHC display techniques. Fourth, we do 
not rely on functional responses of T cells, so TCRs from anergic  
T cells can be screened. Fifth, the timer mCherry-variant used in 
the NFAT reporter enables discrimination of specific signals from 
the background and efficient iterative screening.

MCR2-CDP libraries made from target tissue, allow screening 
of all possible peptides encoded by the tissue and the pathogen(s) 
present in it, independently from endogenous antigen process-
ing, at the same time focusing on real, natural peptides. If the tis-
sue is largely destroyed (for example, pancreatic islets in patients 
with type 1 diabetes) one can use the RNA or DNA from another 
source (pancreatic tissue from other patients or post mortem) or, 
as a last resort, screen random peptide libraries. Nevertheless, anti-
gens derived from peptide splicing, hybrid peptides or some post-
translational modifications not performed by our reporter cell line 

(for example, citrullination) might not be picked up by the MCR 
assay. Further genetic modifications of the reporter cell line might 
circumvent these constrains in the future.

Our results indicate that the MCR technology works very effi-
ciently and provides an advantageous alternative to the currently 
used methods. Indeed, even though many LCMV T cell epitopes 
have been described43, we were able to identify a novel one (that 
is, NP547). Furthermore, peptides binding MHC with low affin-
ity, such as the identified tumor antigen envRV or epitopes derived 
from ARFPs, were efficiently detected while they would probably be 
missed by methods using soluble peptides. The power of the MCR 
platform also stems from the fact that peptides are screened in the 
context of native TCR and MHC molecules expressed on the surface 
of mammalian cells and production of individual recombinant TCRs 
and MHC tetramers, or mutagenesis of the MHC, are not required. 
In addition, the large dynamic range of MCR-NFAT signaling allows 
the design of screening strategies tailored for discovery of high and/
or low affinity epitopes. As differences in affinity regulate the qual-
ity and quantity of effector and memory T cell responses, the MCR 
platform has the unique potential to deliver unbiased screening 
and identification of T cell epitopes together with immune- or dis-
ease-relevant information. Furthermore, individual MCR reporter 
clones, are well suited for testing oligo- or polyclonal T cell popu-
lations to find immunogenic SNP-derived neo-epitopes in tumors.

Besides validating the MCR platform, our data provide more evi-
dence for the degeneracy of TCR antigen recognition, by showing 
that T cells reactive against the same influenza virus epitope can 
have different antigenic cross-reactivity. These results highlight the 
ability of T cells to keep potential reactivity toward a plethora of 
antigens even on epitope-driven expansion.

Taken together, we believe that the MCR platform should be use-
ful for basic research and be adapted for diverse clinical applications. 
Defining specificities of regulatory and effector tumor-infiltrating  
T cells might lead to discovery of novel immunogenic tumor anti-
gens. Defining the specificities of autoreactive tissue-infiltrating  
T cells might help the development of antigen-specific therapies for 
autoimmune diseases. Furthermore, screening of mimotope librar-
ies should enable the discovery of high affinity peptide variants and 
the development of sensitive flow cytometry-based tests for anti-
genic reactivity of CD4+ T cells circulating in the blood of patients.

Online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Research reporting 
summaries, source data, statements of data availability and asso-
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Methods
Mice. C57BL/6J, SMARTA and OT-II mice were bred at the ETH Zürich mouse 
facility (EPIC) under specific pathogen-free conditions. All animal experiments 
were approved by the local animal ethics committee (Kantonales Veterinärsamt 
Zürich, licenses ZH061/17), and performed according to local guidelines (TschV) 
and the Swiss animal protection law (TschG).

hTCC cell culture. hTCCs were expanded in Immunocult-XF T cell expansion 
medium (STEMCELL) supplemented with hIL-2 (Roche) and Immunocult-XF 
human CD3/CD28/CD2 T cell activator (STEMCELL).

Immunization with BMDCs or peptides in CFA. Freshly isolated bone 
marrow cells cultured with GM-CSF for 2 days, were transduced with retroviral 
supernatants and cultured further for 8 days. Then 105 transduced cells were 
injected intraperitoneally on day 0. For peptide immunization, 100 μg of peptide 
(Genosphere, purity >90%) in PBS was mixed 1:1 with commercially available CFA 
(Difco Laboratories) and was injected subcutaneously.

Cell lines. BEKO is a spontaneous thymoma cell line derived from TCRβ-
deficient mice. The H18.3.13 NFAT-reporter cell line was generated by 
retrovirally transducing the NFAT-GFP reporter (carrying four copies of the 
minimal human IL-2 promoter, each containing three NFAT binding sites 
ACGCCTTCTGTATGAAACAGTTTTTCCTCC inserted upstream of the 
enhanced GFP coding sequence) into a TCR− B6 T cell hybridoma. The 16.2c11 
reporter cell line was generated by transfecting the 16.2 T cell hybridoma (BALB/c) 
with the NFAT–slow FT reporter construct and transducing with a vector encoding 
the murine ecotropic retrovirus receptor Slc7a1. Cells were not tested  
for Mycoplasma.

Generation of CMA-resistant 16.2c11 cells (16.2X). Mouse ATP6v0c was 
amplified from cDNA by error-prone PCR (MnCl2-containing buffer and 
unbalanced dNTPs) and cloned into the pMY vector generating a library of 
mutants. After transduction into the 16.2c11, cell selection with 10 nM CMA 
was performed. ATP6v0c over-expressed in the surviving cells was cloned and 
sequenced revealing the ATP6v0c (S45L/M53I) mutant.

Flow cytometry. The following antibodies were used: Fc block (anti-CD16/CD32; 
2.4G2; home-made); CD4-APC (GK1.5), CD4-PE (GK1.5), TCRβ-APC (H57–597), 
MHC class II I-A-PE (M5/114.15.2), CD11b (M1/70), IL-4-PE-Cy7(11B11) and 
IFNg-APC(XMG1.2). TCR Vβ analysis was done with the BD Pharmingen mouse 
Vβ TCR Screening Panel. Cells were analyzed on FACSCanto II or LSRFortessa (BD 
Bioscience) and data were analyzed in FlowJo software (Tree Star).

Hybridoma generation. Sorted T cells were activated with plastic-bound anti-
CD3ε and anti-CD28 antibodies in the presence of mouse IL-2 for 2–3 days. 
Equal numbers of activated T cells and the TCRα-β- BW5147 fusion partner were 
fused using PEG-1500, and plated at limiting dilution in the presence of 100 mM 
hypoxanthine, 400 nM aminopterin and 16 mM thymidine (HAT). In some  
cases, hybridomas were generated with TCRα−β− BW5147 carrying the  
NFAT-GFP reporter.

T cell hybridoma–BMDC co-culture. Hybridoma cells carrying the NFAT-GFP 
reporter were co-cultured 8 h with BMDCs pulsed with different amounts of the 
indicated peptides (Genosphere, purity >90%). GFP expression was measured  
by FACS.

Cloning of the MCR2. MCR2α and MCR2β were cloned into the pMYsiresGFP 
retroviral vector, so that MCR2β replaced GFP. Throughout the study, we used 
this MCR2 vector (pMY-MCR2αiresMCR2β) to generate MCR2s containing 
various peptides and referred to them as MCR2-peptides. The MCR2 α and β 
chains contained the following parts: MCR2 α chain: the MHC-II I-Ab α chain 
residues 1–208 linked to the TCRα chain constant region residues 87–137 
(consisting of the hinge region, transmembrane (TM) and intracellular (IC) 
domains) by the GGSGGSAQ linker. MCR2 β chain: the MHC-II I-Ab β chain 
residues 1–217 linked to the TCRβ chain constant region (C1) residues 123–173 
by the AQSGGSGGSAQ linker. In the MCR2-gp61 residues DS at positions 
29 and 30 of the MHC-II part were replaced by the amino-acid sequence 
SGLNGPDIYKGVYQFKSVGSGGSGGSGDS (containing the gp61 peptide). 
In MCR2-OVA the same residues were replaced by the amino-acid sequence 
SISQAVHAAHAEINEAGRGSGGSGGSGDS (containing the OVA peptide). Other 
candidate peptide sequences and the linker GSGGSGGSGDS were cloned between 
the GD residues at positions 28 and 29 of the MHC-II I-Ab β chain and inserted 
into the MCR2 vector.

Human MCR2s were built by replacing the mouse MHC sequences with 
human HLA DRA and DRB1.4 or DRB1.15.

Retroviral transduction of reporter cell lines and sorted thymocytes. Retrovirus 
containing supernatants were produced in the ecotropic Phoenix packaging cell 
line and used to infect reporter cell lines and sorted cells.

RAG-mediated generation of mimotope libraries. To generate the gp61 
mimotope library, the MCR2-gp61-RSS-GFP-RSS construct was built by inserting 
a stuffer fragment containing GFP and the RAG RSSs into the middle of the gp61 
peptide in the MCR2-gp61 construct (Fig. 3a). This construct was transduced into 
sorted CD4−CD8− double-negative thymocytes cultured on Tst-4/DLL144. After 
a week of culture (during which double-negative cells develop into CD4+CD8+ 
double-positive cells and recombine their TCR genes, as well as the RSS-GFP-
RSS stuffer, by RAG-mediated rearrangement) cells were sorted and cDNA was 
made. The peptide-encoding part of the recombined MCR2-gp61-RSS-GFP-RSS 
construct was PCR amplified from cDNA and cloned into the empty MCR2 vector, 
generating the MCR2(gp61-RSS) mimotope library.

CDP and semi-random peptide library generation. To generate the MCR2-
LCMV, MCR2-flu, hMCR2-flu and MCR2-EO771 CDP libraries, cDNA 
encoding the LCMV proteins GP and NP or influenza virus– or EO771-derived 
double-stranded cDNA was digested for a limited amount of time (Takara DNA 
fragmentation Kit). The fragments were ligated with 200 bp linkers homologous 
to vector sequences flanking a BamHI cloning site (present at the amino acid 28, 
between the sequences encoding the leader and the GS linker) and PCR amplified. 
Fragments encoding 50 amino acids or less were purified by gel electrophoresis, 
cloned into the pMY-MCR2-I-Ab (mouse) or pMY-hMCR2-DRB1.4(human) 
vector by Gibson assembly and transfected into bacteria generating over 2 × 106 
clones for MCR2-LCMV, 106 clones for MCR2-flu and 3 × 107 for MCR2-EO771. 
Assuming 3 × 105 mRNA molecules per cell and an average mRNA length of 
1,000 bp, the transcriptome encoded 3 × 108 possible peptides. However, as MHC 
class II accommodates peptides of varying length, it was not necessary to screen 
all of them. The 3 × 107 clones of 150 bp, generated by random cDNA degradation, 
covered the transcriptome 15 times and therefore included most peptides. TCR− 
16.2c11 cells were transduced with these libraries and cells were sorted by FACS 
(for example, 7.6 × 106 MCR2+ cells for the MCR2-EO771 library). Random cDNA 
pieces were cloned in both the sense and the antisense directions; therefore, around 
one in sixth peptides was encoded by the natural reading frame. The other peptides 
may represent ARFPs—e.g., DRiPs.

To remove artificial peptides cross-reacting with many T cells, we incubated 
reporter cells carrying the MCR2-EO771 library with a 10-fold excess of naive 
polyclonal C57BL/6 CD4+ T cells for 8 h and sorted the NFAT-negative cells. These 
cells were expanded to constitute the ‘purged’ library that was used in the second 
TILoma screening.

The MCR2 semi-random peptide library MCR2–8aaSR was made by cloning  
an oligonucleotide (GGTNNNNNNTWCNNNNNNBCCNNNSCCNNNNNNKC 
CNNNGGA) into the MCR2 vector using Gibson assembly. This oligonucleotide 
encoded random amino acids at positions facing the TCR, while putative MHC 
anchor residues were partially fixed to ensure good presentation. The complexity 
was 5.5 × 106 bacterial clones and after transduction 11.5 × 106 individual MCR2+ 
cells were sorted on a BD FACSAria III cell sorter.

Stimulation of MCR2+ H18.3.13 or 16.2c11 cells. If not stated otherwise, MCR2+ 
cells were co-cultured with a >five-fold excess of sorted CD4+ T cells or CD4+  
T cell hybridomas from indicated donor mice for 8–12 h. In some experiments, to 
decrease background, reporter cells were sorted GFP- or sFT-negative before co-
culture. To estimate the minimal number of peptide-specific T cells able to trigger 
a response in reporter cells, different numbers of T cells were sorted into wells 
containing 1,000 MCR2+ reporter cells. NFAT activation in reporter cells following 
overnight co-culture was measured in 24 replicate cultures for each T cell number. 
A two-tailed t-test was performed.

Exome sequencing, SNP peptide library generation and screening. In the E0771 
cell line we identified 627 non-synonymous mutations by whole exome sequencing 
(done at the Functional Genomic Center Zurich). Sure Select Mouse All Exon 
kit was used (Agilent) and sequencing was done in pair-end mode. Data analysis 
consisted of the following steps: raw reads were first cleaned by removing adapter 
sequences, trimming low quality ends and filtering reads with low quality phred 
(quality <20) using Trimmomatic (v.0.33) (Trimmomatic). Sequence alignment 
of the resulting high-quality reads to the Mouse reference genome (Ensembl build 
GRCm38) was performed using Bowtie2 (Bowtie2). For variant calling, we used 
GATK’s HaplotypeCaller (v.3.5) (GATK). Variant annotation was done with SnpEff 
v.4.1l (SnpEff). Variants detected in the control and the tumor were substracted 
using substract command in bedtools. Only variants with an allele frequency of 
>0.8 and moderate or high impact were kept.

Following this, 23aa long peptides incorporating 300 of these mutations were 
cloned into the MCR2 vector. Then 16.2c11 cells were transduced with this MCR2-
SNP library, cloned by single-cell sorting and expanded. For each analyzed clone, 
1,000 cells were seeded in 96-well plates and were co-cultured with 10,000 TILs 
isolated directly from tumor biopsies by sorting. After 12 h, NFAT-GFP signals 
were analyzed by FACS on BD LSRFortessa.

Recovery of epitope sequences from selected reporter clones and verification 
of authenticity. DNA was prepared from selected reporter clones. The peptide-
encoding part of the integrated MCR construct was PCR amplified from the 
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isolated DNA with the oligonucleotides (5’ GGGACGTGGTTTTCCTTTGA and 
5’ GCCTTTCGGAGTCCCCGGAG), cloned into the MCR2 vector by Gibson 
assembly and sequenced, revealing the T cell–specific epitope. The vectors with 
newly cloned epitopes were subsequently used to verify their authenticity by 
transduction of 16.2c11 cells and co-culture with the corresponding hybridoma.

MCR2 downregulation assay. MCR2+ BEKO cells were co-cultured with a 
five-fold excess of sorted CD4+ T cells from indicated donor mice and MCR2 
expression was measured on BD LSRFortessa by MHC class II staining.

LCMV and influenza virus infection. C57BL/6 mice were infected with 
200 plaque forming units of LCMV WE strain or 50 plaque forming units of 
influenza virus PR8 strain. CD4+ T cells were isolated using anti-CD4+ magnetic 
beads (Miltenyi Biotech) from spleen or lung on day 5 and/or 8 post infection, and 
used for hybridoma formation.

Isolation of CD4+ T cells from tumor biopsies. E0771 medullary adenocarcinoma 
cells were implanted subcutaneously in syngeneic female C57BL/6 mice; 2 weeks 
later, tumor tissue was surgically removed and weighted. For TIL preparation, 
tumor biopsies were pooled from multiple mice, cut into small fragments and 
digested with collagenase and DNAse, CD4+ TILs were isolated by sorting on BD 
FACSAria III cell sorter and used directly in co-culture experiments or for the 
generation of hybridomas (TILomas).

Statistical analysis. Two-group comparisons were assessed with a Student’s t-test 
(two-tailed, unpaired). C57BL/6J mice (n = 5 or n = 10 per group) were assigned 
to experimental groups randomly and the investigators were blinded to the group 
allocation and peptide identity during the vaccination and tumor challenge 
experiments. Student’s t-test, ANOVA and non-linear regression analysis was done 
with Prism 7 (graphpad).

Clustal analysis. Clustal analysis and Phylogenic tree build was done at http://
www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo/

Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the 
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
Sequence data generated in this study were deposited as Fastq files at the 
European Nucleotide Archive (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena) under accession codes 
ERS3019426, ERS3019427, ERS3019428 and ERS3019429 (B6 R1, B6 R2, E0771 R1 
and E0771 R2, respectively) and study accession code PRJEB30681.
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system or method listed is relevant to your study. If you are not sure if a list item applies to your research, read the appropriate section before selecting a response. 
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n/a Involved in the study

Antibodies

Eukaryotic cell lines
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Clinical data

Methods
n/a Involved in the study

ChIP-seq

Flow cytometry

MRI-based neuroimaging

Antibodies
Antibodies used Fc block (CD16/CD32; 2.4G2; home-made). BioLegend: CD4-APC(GK1.5)#100412, CD4-PE(GK1.5)#100408, TCRβ-APC 

(H57-597)#109212, I-A-PE(M5/114.15.2)#107608, CD11b-PE(M1/70)#101208, IL-4-PeCy7(11B11)#504118, IFNg- 
APC(XMG1.2)#505810. eBioscience: CD3e-APC(2C11)#17-0031-83. BD Pharmingen Vbeta TCR Screening Panel #557004.

Validation Antibodies were tested using appropriate FMO controls for flow cytometry. All antibodies had validation statement provided on 
the website of the manufacturer.

Eukaryotic cell lines
Policy information about cell lines

Cell line source(s) Modifications of the BALB/c-derived 16.2 T cell hybridoma, as well as other T cell lines and hybridomas were generated in our 
laboratory.

Authentication Cells were not authenticated other than by flow cytometry staining for CD3e, TCR, CD4 and I-A.

Mycoplasma contamination Cells were not tested for mycoplasma contamination.

Commonly misidentified lines
(See ICLAC register)

No commonly misidentified cell lines were used.

Animals and other organisms
Policy information about studies involving animals; ARRIVE guidelines recommended for reporting animal research

Laboratory animals C57Bl/6J Mice, females, 6-8 weeks old were used.
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Wild animals none

Field-collected samples none

Ethics oversight All animal experiments were approved by the local animal ethics committee (Kantonales Veterinärsamt Zürich, licenses 
ZH061/17), and performed according to local guidelines (TschV, Zurich) and the Swiss animal protection law (TschG). 

Note that full information on the approval of the study protocol must also be provided in the manuscript.

Flow Cytometry
Plots

Confirm that:

The axis labels state the marker and fluorochrome used (e.g. CD4-FITC).

The axis scales are clearly visible. Include numbers along axes only for bottom left plot of group (a 'group' is an analysis of identical markers).

All plots are contour plots with outliers or pseudocolor plots.

A numerical value for number of cells or percentage (with statistics) is provided.

Methodology

Sample preparation Single cell suspenssions were done by standard tissue culture procedures.

Instrument BD FACSAria III, BD LSRFortessa

Software FlowJo v10.4.2

Cell population abundance Post-sort cell populations were >95% pure, as determined by re-analysis.

Gating strategy Gates were set according to FMO or unstained/untreated controls.

Tick this box to confirm that a figure exemplifying the gating strategy is provided in the Supplementary Information.
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